
L-STRUCTURE IN L-SPACES(1)

BY

F. CUNNINGHAM, JR.

1. Introduction. The concrete prototype of an Z-space is the function

space L1(S) of all summable real functions on a measure space S. Another

model is the space 8(8) of all cr-additive functions (measures) on a Boolean

cr-ring 8. It is easy to represent any LX(S) also as £(£), taking in this case S

to be the cr-ring of measurable sets in 5 reduced modulo sets of measure 0.

It is less obvious that every 8(8) is also representable as L1(S) for some

measure space S, but Kakutani [8] gave such a representation for a whole

class of Banach lattices called abstract L-spaces, which certainly includes the

spaces £(8) [3, p. 255]. Abstracting further, Fullerton [5] has given condi-

tions on the shape of the unit sphere in a Banach space which are necessary

and sufficient for the space to admit a partial ordering making it into an

abstract P-space. Thus in the end i-spaces are Banach spaces of a certain

kind.
The characterization theorems referred to are incomplete in this respect,

that in each case the representation of the space in more concrete terms is not

unique. In fact applying Kakutani's construction to the abstract P-space

arising from L1(S) gives a new measure space not usually isomorphic to 5.

Similarly at another level, Fullerton's description relies on the existence of a

cone having certain properties, and it is clear that an abstract P-space con-

tains many such cones. Thus neither the measure space nor the partial order

is an intrinsic feature of the Banach space; the representation is not canonical.

The main purpose of this paper is to give a representation for L-spaces

which is natural and, as far as possible, unique.

Let us call a measure m on a complete Boolean algebra fF completely addi-

tive (as opposed to merely cr-additive) when for any disjoint family {ea} in

P of arbitrary cardinality

m(\fa ef) = Ya m(ef)

(equivalently, when for every increasing net \ea}, m(Va ef) =lim„ m(ef)).

For a given algebra fJ, it is possible that no such measures exist, and we are

interested only in the other extreme, namely complete algebras ff on which
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enough completely additive measures exist to separate elements. Such alge-

bras are exactly those whose Stone representation spaces are hyperstonian

in the sense of Dixmier [4]. We propose to all them spectral algebras, because

they are the abstract counterparts of complete Boolean algebras of projec-

tions.

Our representation theorem (Corollary 9.6) can now be stated as follows:

any L-space is representable as the space ^(ff) of all completely additive

measures on a spectral algebra ff, and the ff which will do this is (up to iso-

morphism) unique.

More generally, in any Banach space X we shall call L-projections those

projections which decompose X into direct summands between which the

norm is additive, as for example the projections in LX(S) associated with

measurable sets in S. The set of all L-projections is, we find, a complete

Boolean algebra of projections, hence abstractly a spectral algebra ff. The

space is an i-space if and only if this "i-structure" is sufficiently rich, and

when this is the case, ff is the spectral algebra used in the representation.

The results of this paper overlap to some extent with those of Segal [12]

and Dixmier [4], the former of these coming to the author's attention only

after he had submitted the paper. These results are, however, simplified and

enriched by being studied from our point of view emphasizing the cr-rings

involved, and ignoring the measure theory (Segal) or topology (Dixmier)

from which they may arise, or to which they give rise. Both Segal and Dix-

mier, each in his context, noted the connection between spectral algebras and

spectral theory which motivates our terminology.

In §2 we show that the i-structure of any Banach space consists of a

complete Boolean algebra of projections. Preliminary algebra having to do

with Boolean rings is covered in §3. We study completely additive measures

in §4, the main result there being that the space 8 of all cr-additive measures

on a cr-ring 8 splits into complementary i-subspaces fi and © such that 9t

consists of all the completely additive measures on S, while <3 consists of the

"purely cr-additive" measures. This decomposition is analogous to the decom-

position of finitely additive measures into cr-additive and purely finitely

additive parts [3, Theorem 17, p. 255] and [7]. Measure rings and spectral

algebras, generalizing measure algebras, are defined in §5, and in §6 we extend

to them Maharam's classification [ll] of measure algebras. In view of Corol-

lary 9.6 this gives a structure theorem for L-spaces.

§7 is a miniature integration theory, and §§8 and 9 are concerned with

the related problems of conjugating 8 and of determining its L-structure. The

main results here are the representation of 8 as 9t(ff), where ff is the L-decom-

position of 8, and the representation of 8* as the continuous function space

on the Stone space of ff. This evidently solves each problem only in terms of

the other, but in conjunction with the results of §2 it can be regarded as a

new description of 8*. In §10 we apply these results to the geometry of L-
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spaces, obtaining a Banach space characterization of them and a description

of their symmetries. Finally, in §11 we mention a topological application in

the form of a rearrangement of the proof of the Riesz theorem representing

functionals on C(2) (2 compact and Hausdorff) by regular Borel measures.

There is reason to believe that the notion of P-structure should be useful

in the theory of vector valued measures. In this direction the author's thesis

(Harvard 1953) contains a canonical representation for an arbitrary Banach

space as a direct integral on the Stone space of its P-decomposition, as well

as a dual representation for its conjugate. Specializing to the "cylindrical"

situation in which all the cross-sections are in an appropriate sense alike

leads to problems about vector valued measures which we hope to deal with

in another paper.

Another related question not touched on here is Pp-structure for p>l.

In particular the case p= oo, dual to P-structure, is of interest. Some pre-

liminary results on this have been announced by the author (Abstract 365,

Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 63 (1957) p. 191).
2. The P-decomposition of a Banach space. Let X be a Banach space. A

subspace & of X will be called an L-subspace if it has an P-complement, that

is if there exists a subspace 362 complementary to Hi such that if X\Ex~i and

X2GX2, then ||xi+x2|| =||xi||+||x2||. Evidently any P-complement of an P-

subspace is an Z-subspace. It is easy to see that P-subspaces are closed. In-

deed, suppose {xajCXi and lim„ xa = x0££3Ei. By subtracting from xa the

Si-component of x0, we can suppose X0GX2. Then ||xo[|+||x0|| =||x0 —xa|| con-

verges to 0, whence x0 = 0.

Lemma 2.1. The L-complement of an L-subspace is unique.

Proof. Suppose £2 and £3 are L-complements of &. Let X3EH3. Then

x3 = xi+x2, where XiEXi and X2EX2, and ||x3|| =||xi|| +||x2|| =j|xi|| +|| — Xi||

+ ||x3||, whence Xi=0 and X3GX2. We have shown X3CX2, which by symmetry

gives £3 = £2.

By virtue of this lemma any P-subspace determines a unique projection

having it as range and annihilating its L-complement. Such projections will

be called L-projections. In particular 0 and the identity 1 are P-projections,

and of course there may be no others. The class ff = SI(9£) of all L-projections

in X will be called the P-decomposition of X. For a projection E we write EH

for its range; its null-space is then (1—P)X. Any nonzero projection auto-

matically has norm at least 1, but P-projections have norm 1, since ||x||

= ||px||+||(l-P)x||^||Px|| for all x.

Lemma 2.2. All L-projections commute.

Proof. Let E and E' be arbitrary P-projections. Resolving Px first into

E' and 1—E' components, then into P and 1—P components gives
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||Px|| = ||£'£x|| +||(1 - P')Px||

= ||££'Px|| + ||(1 - £)P'Px|| + ||P(1 - P')Px|| + ||(1 - P)(l - £')£*||.

On the other hand, Ex = EE'Ex+E(l—E')Ex, whence

||Px|| ̂  UpP'PxII + ||P(1 - P')Px||.

Comparing the right members reveals that

(1 - P)P'Px = (1 - P)(l - E')Ex = 0,

whence E'E = EE'E. Replacing P by 1 -P gives P'(l -P) = (1 -P)P'(1 -P),
or EE'=EE'E. Hence E'E = EE'.

Lemma 2.3. // P and E' are L-projections, then PP' is an L-projection.

Proof. That PP' is a projection follows from 2.2. Now

(1 - PP')x = P(l - EE')x + (1 - E)(l - EE')x

= P(l - E')x + (1 - £)x

whence ||(l-PP')x|| =||p(l-P')x||+||(l-P)x||. Thus

||x|| = ||£'x|| +||(1 - £')x||

= ||££'x|| + ||(1 - E)E'x\\ + ||P(1 - £0*|| + ||(1 - £)(1 - £')x||

= ||££'x|| + ||£(1 - E')x\\ + ||(1 - £)x||

= ||££'x|| +||(1 - P£')x||.

Lemma 2.4. If [Ea] is a nondecreasing net of L-projections then {£«} con-

verges strongly to an L-projection.

Proof.  The partial order Ea ^ Ep refers,  of course, to the inclusion

£a3£CP^X. Now, [Ea] being nondecreasing, if a^/3, then for any x

NI = \M\
= \\Eax\\ + ||(£,-£a)*||

^ \\Eax\\.

Therefore {||p«x[|} is a nondecreasing net of real numbers bounded above by

11*11, hence convergent. We can use this to show that {£„x} is a Cauchy net

in £. Indeed, given e>0 choose a so that ||pax|| ^lim^ ||£^x|| — «/2. Then

a5^/3 and a^)3' imply

||£^x - £^11 ^ \\E?x - Eax\\ + \\Eyx - Eax\\

= \\E9x\\ -\\Eax\\ +\\E?4 -\\Eax\\

^21im^||£^|| -2||£ax||

^ e.
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Since the limit of this convergent net depends linearly on x and its norm does

not exceed ||x||, we write it Pox, where Po is an operator. Now as soon as

fi S; a we have PaP<? = Ea, whence the continuity of P„ gives EaEax = limp EaE$x

= limp Pax = P0x. Thus PoX = lima PaP0x = P0x, and P0 is a projection. Fi-

nally

||P0x|| + ||(1 - P0)x|| = lim„ (||Pax|| + ||(1 - Pa)x||)

so that Po is an L-projection.

A Boolean algebra ff of projections is said to be complete [l ] when any

family {Pa} in ff has a supremum in ff whose range is the closed linear span

of the P«3E, and whose null-space is the intersection of the (1— Ef)H.

Theorem 2.5. The L-decomposition ff(£) of a Banach space H is a complete

Boolean algebra of commuting projections.

Proof. Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 show that ff is a Boolean algebra. To show that

ff is complete, let (£„j be a family of L-projections. Then the set of finite

joins of projections \Ea\ gives the same closed linear span and has the

Moore-Smith property upward. Considered as a nondecreasing net it con-

verges strongly to an L-projection P0 by 2.4, which satisfies the requirements

for the supremum of {P„}, as is easy to verify.

The completeness of ff(36) of course implies its completeness as an abstract

Boolean algebra. Moreover there are plenty of completely additive measures

on it. For any x, let P0 be the meet of all L-projections whose ranges contain

x. Then by Lemma 2.4 [|Px|| as a function of P is a completely additive meas-

ure on ff(£), which is positive on the principal ideal generated by P0, and 0

on its complement. Any nonzero E in ff contains in its range a nonzero x, and

then P05^0 and E0SE.

3. The compactification of a cr-ring. Any abstract Boolean ring S can be

realized by Stone's construction [13] as the ring of open compact sets in a

locally compact Boolean space £2 = fl(8) in which the family 8 is a basis for

the topology. To minimize notation we shall make no distinction between

the elements e of 8 and the subsets of 0 which represent them. The reader is

warned, however, that while finite meets and joins in 8 become set intersec-

tions and unions, this is not so for infinite ones when they exist. The formulas

are in fact
l\aea = Int H„ ea,

where A and V represent infimum and supremum in 8, while D and U repre-

sent set operations. Indeed, if for example e0 = A« ea exists in 8, then e0 being

open and contained in each ea, we have eoCIntfl„ ea. On the other hand, e0

being closed, Int (")<* ea — e0 is open, and if not empty must contain some open
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compact eiT^O. Then eo\M is contained in every ea, so that e0 cannot be the

infimum. The dual formula is proved similarly.

Suppose now that 8 is a Boolean cr-ring. Let 03 be the cr-ring of sets gener-

ated by 8, and let 91 be the cr-ideal in 03 generated by sets of the form ClU-i en

— A"_! en. It is easy to see that every element of 03/91 contains a set of 8,

and therefore that the restriction to 8 of the natural homomorphism of 03

on 03/91 maps 8 onto 03/91. According to the theorem of Loomis [10] this

map is a cr-isomorphism.

The effect on 12 of passing from 8 to a subring or a homomorphic image

are found in [13]. Suppose d is a subring of 8, and let /3 be the identity map

of d into 8. Define a continuous map d> of the open set U# = Uee^ e into 12(£f)

by making <b(x) the unique point in 12(0) belonging to the intersection of all

/3_1(e) such that xGe. Then qb maps \)d continuously onto 12(£), and for every

e in d, (3(e) =d>~1(e). It is easy to show that <j> is a homeomorphism if and only

if S is an ideal.

If d is an ideal in 8, and if a is the natural homomorphism of 8 onto

CX = &/d, define dy mapping 12(a) into 12(8) by making d/(x) the unique point

in 12(8) belonging to the intersection of all sets e such that xG«(e). Then \p

is a homeomorphism of 12(a) onto the closed set C(d) in 12(8) complementary

to \Jd.

We write e/\& tor the principal ideal generated by e, and dL (d being any

subset of 8) for the ideal {e: e'Gd implies e/\e' = 0}. An ideal d is called dense

when #-"- = 0.

We shall be interested in the space 6(12) of all bounded continuous real

functions on 12. If 8 is a Boolean algebra, so that 12 is compact, then by the

Stone-Weierstrass theorem S(12) is generated by linear combination and uni-

form closure from the characteristic functions of sets belonging to 8. Consider

now the noncompact case. The class 8 of open closed sets in 12 is a Boolean

algebra having 8 as a dense ideal. Thus 12 is (homeomorphic to, hence identi-

fied with) a dense open set in 12 = 12(g). We shall see that when 8 is a.cr-ring, 0

is the Stone-Cech compactification of 12, and we therefore refer to 8 as the

compactification of 8.

Lemma 3.2. If 8 is a a-ring, then every closed Gs in 12 has a closed interior,

and the Boolean algebra 8 of open closed sets in 12 is a a-algebra.

Proof. Since a subset of 12 is closed if and only if its intersection with every

open compact set is closed, and since for any set A and any open compact set

e, lnt(eC\A) =eP\lnt A, it suffices to show that the interior of any compact

Gs is closed. But if A is a compact d, 8 being a basis for the topology, it is

easy to see that A = CX?=l en tor a suitable sequence [en] in 8, and then ac-

cording to 3.1 Int A =A,T=i en, which is closed. Finally, to see that 8 is a

cr-algebra, let \un] be a sequence in 8. Then V\f.x un is a closed Gs, whence

Int f)r7=i &7iG8 and is the infimum of {«„}.
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Theorem 3.3. If 8 is a a-ring, then every bounded continuous function on fi

has a continuous extension to ft.

Proof. Continuous characteristic functions extend trivially. Since the class

of functions which have extensions is closed under the linear operations and

uniform convergence, we need only show that any bounded continuous func-

tion on ft can be uniformly approximated by linear combinations of continu-

ous characteristic functions. Given /€;S(ft) and e>0, cover the range of/by

closed intervals P, ■ • • , In, disjoint except for common end-points, each of

length less than e. For each i = l, • • • , 77,/_1(P) is a closed Gs, and by 3.2 its

interior u, is open and closed. Moreover in m,-, / has only values in J,-, while

outside iii, f has no values in the interior of 7,-. Readjust ui, ■ • • , un in the

obvious way to make them disjoint and take a suitable linear combination of

their characteristic functions to obtain a function uniformly within e of /.

In the correspondence between open sets in ft and ideals in 8, the open

closed sets correspond to locally principal ideals, that is ideals 8 such that

^A(cAS) is principal for every e. It is clear that locally principal ideals are

not only cr-ideals, but even closed in the sense of satisfying the equivalent

conditions (1) if \ea} ES and V« ea exists then Va eaE$, and (2) $LL = S. If 8

happens to be boundedly complete, then every closed ideal is locally prin-

cipal, and 8 is just the usual completion of 8. We state this for reference.

Lemma 3.4. If 8 is boundedly complete, then 8 75 complete; conversely, if ff 75

a77y complete Boolean algebra, then ff is the compactification of each of its dense

a-ideals.

Proof. The proof of the first part is just like that of 3.2. For the second

part observe that the relation between elements of 8 and locally principal

ideals in 8 is this: to each u in 8 corresponds the locally principal ideal

&u= {eE&: eSu\ in 8. Therefore, given a complete Boolean algebra ff, and

a dense cr-ideal 8 in ff, it suffices to prove that applying this formula to ele-

ments of ff gives all locally principal ideals in 8. That Su is locally principal

is clear. On the other hand, let ff be a locally principal ideal in 8, and let

u= V{e: eE$] (in ff). We must show that tf„C4. Now if e£8, and eSu, then

d is dense in e/\&. Therefore, since 3 is locally principal, dC\(e/\&) =e(~\&,

that is eEd-
4. Normal measures. By a measure on a cr-ring 8 we shall mean, with two

exceptions duly noted, a real finite-valued cr-additive function defined on 8.

Denote the class of these by 8=8(8). Every measure 777 is bounded and has

positive and negative variations m+ and m~ in 8, which are non-negative,

satisfy m = m+ — m~, and are defined by

m+(e) = sup \m(e'): e' S e\,

m~(e) = — inf \m(e'):e' S e\.
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Denote by \m\ the total variation m++m~. Because \m\ is cr-additive, it

assumes a maximum value on some e in 8, and therefore vanishes on (eA&)x-

Such an e (not unique) we call a container for m. The norm

||w|| = sup { I m | (e)]

=  [ m I (e)        (e a container)

makes 8 into a Banach space, in fact an abstract L-space [3, p. 255].

The set of those e such that m vanishes on eA& (equivalently, such that

| m\ (e) =0) is a cr-ideal 6m. The set Sm complementary to U£fm in 12 we shall

call the support of m. Because of the existence of containers supports are

compact. Clearly S\m\=Sm, and Sm contains the supports of m+ and mr.

When the equivalent conditions SmiCfSmi or dm2(fdmi hold for measures mi

and m2 we say that mi is absolutely continuous with respect to m2 and write

Wi<30w2.

Some Z-structure in 8 is immediately apparent, associated with the com-

pactification 8 of 8. In fact any u in 8 determines a projection u operating

on 8 as follows: um(e)=m(u/\e)(u/\e belonging to 8 because 8 is an ideal).

Clearly um+=(um)+ and um~ = (um)~, so u\m\ =\um\. Hence for a con-

tainer e of m we have

IMI =  I mI (g) =  \m\(u /\e) + | m\ ((1 - u) f\ e)

=  | um| (e) + \m — um\ (e)

= \\um\\ +||(1 -u)m\\

and u is an .L-projection. We shall now generalize this situation.

Lemma 4.1. Let 3 be a a-ideal in 8. Let H be the set of all m in 8 whose sup-

ports are contained in lid, and let 2) be the set of all m which vanish on d. Let a

be the natural homomorphism of 8 on &, = &/$. Then:

(1) the mapping m—>Tm, where Tm(e) =m(ae) for m in 8(a), is an isom-

etry of 8(a) onty;
(2) restriction to d is an isometry of £ onto 2(d);

(3) H and §) are complementary L-subspaces of 8.

Proof. (1) Since T preserves non-negativeness, T\m\ =\Tm\. Let eG8

be such that ae is a container for m. Then e is a container of Tm, and || Tm\\

= \Tm\(e) = \m\(ae)=\\m\\. Thus T is an isometry. Clearly T maps 8(a)

into §), since a maps d into 0. Moreover any measure on 8 which vanishes on

d is constant on sets which belong to &/d, and is therefore expressible as

m(ae) for some m in 8(a).

(2) Suppose wG£. Then SmCfUd, and using the compactness of Sm,

SmCfeG^d for some e, which is then a container for m belonging to d. The

norm of the restriction of m to d is then \m\ (e)=\\m\\. That restriction gives

all of 8(£) amounts to the possibility of extending to 8 any measure on d.
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This is done simply by making 777 vanish on (eAS)1. where e is a container

for 777 in S.

(3) It is clear that £P\§) = 0. Now for any 777 in P, let e be a container in g

lor the restriction of m to 6. Then emEX, and m — emEty, and IItwII =|lew7.||
II II ll        ll II 11

+ \\m — em\\.

Corollary 4.2 (Lebesgue decomposition). For any m in 8, the set of meas-

ures absolutely continuous with the respect to m and the set of measures whose

supports are disjoint from Sm are complementary L-subspaces in 8.

Remark. If 3 is locally principal, 4.1 gives the same projection as was

described in the preceding discussion. There can be <r-ideals, however, which

are not locally principal (for example, d could be the ideal of all countable

sets in 8, the algebra of all subsets of an uncountable universe). On the other

hand 4.1 is not definitive: there can be P-projections not arising from any

<r-ideals. Indeed, if P is the P-projection arising from & in the example just

mentioned, then 1—P corresponds to no cr-ideal. Evidently the combination

of two such examples suffices to show the possibility of neither P nor 1—P

arising in this way.

Lemma 4.3. The set of elements of 8 which are supports of measures is a o--ideal.

Proof. Note that e is the support of m if and only if 17771 vanishes on

(e/\&)L and is strictly positive on e/\S. Thus if e is the support of 777, and

e' Se, then e' is the support of e'777, while if for each positive integer 77, en is

the support of 7?7n, and e = Vn en, then e is the support of ^„ 2~"777„.

If 8 is a measure algebra, a well known procedure, the method of exhaus-

tion can be used to prove that any cr-ideal $ is principal. To obtain the gener-

ator of 6 one takes V^°=1 en, where j en} is a sequence in 8 with m(ef) increasing

to sup \m(e): eE&}, tn being a finite strictly positive measure on 8. One

consequence of this is that all measures on a measure algebra have open sup-

ports, a fact generalized in the next theorem.

Theorem 4.4. Let X be the set of measures in 8 having open supports, and

let $ be the set of measures having nondense supports. Then the supports of meas-

ures in X form a a-ideal 8jv; restriction to &n is an isometry of H on 8(8^); §)

consists of all measures which vanish on &n; and H and g) are complementary

L-subspaces of 8.

Proof. If we establish that H consists of all measures with supports in

USjv and §) of all measures which vanish on &n, then the theorem will follow

immediately from 4.1 and 4.3. Suppose 777 has its support contained in U&n.

Then 777 has a container e in Sjv, and e is the support of a measure two- This

means that eA& is a measure algebra, and by the remark preceding the

theorem, m has an open support contained in e.
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Now let wG2). If for some e in &N | m\ (e) 9*0, then by what we have al-

ready proved ewGiE, and the support of em is an open set contained in

the support of m, a contradiction. On the other hand, if the support of m is

not nondense, it contains a nonzero open compact set e. Then e is the support

of em, hence belongs to &n, and m does not vanish on S^r. This completes the

proof.

Lemma 4.5 (Dixmier [4]). The support of m is open if and only if m is com-

pletely additive.

Proof. Suppose first that the support of m is open. Since the supports of

m+ and m~ are contained in that of m, they are open by 4.4, and we need

consider only w^O. By going down to a principal ideal we can suppose the

support of m is 1 and it is enough to treat [ea] such that Maea = l. From

\ea} choose an increasing sequence [en] such that limn m(ef) =supa m(ef) =k,

and let e0= V„ en. Then m(ef) =k, because m is cr-additive. Now eoT^l would

lead to the existence of an ea with m(ef)>k (because m is strictly positive,

having 1 for support), which is impossible. Thus m(l)=k = limam(ef).

Conversely, suppose m is completely additive. Using 4.4 we write m as

mif+ms, where m^ has an open support, and m-s a nondense support. Then

m and m^ (by the first part of the proof) both being completely additive, ms

is also. It thus suffices to show that any completely additive m with non-

dense support must vanish identically. For any e in 8 the ideal d =dmPs\(e/\&)

has e for supremum. For if e'^e, e'^e, then e — e', being a nonempty open set,

is not contained in the support of m, so intersects some element of Sm, and

therefore e' is not an upper bound for d. The complete additivity of m and

its vanishing on d give m(e) =0, and since e was arbitrary, m = 0.

For brevity and to avoid misunderstanding, we shall call measures which

are completely additive in our sense, or equivalently which have open sup-

ports, normal measures, following the terminology of Dixmier. Measures

which have nondense supports, by contrast, we shall call purely a-additive.

Note that m is purely cr-additive if and only if for any normal measure

m',0^m'^\m\ implies m' = 0.

Denote by Sft = 9fJ(S) the space of all normal measures on 8. The cr-ideal

Sjv consisting of supports of measures in '31 will be called the normal ideal of 8.

From 4.4 we have W (8) =8(8jy).

5. Measure rings and spectral algebras. A measure algebra is distin-

guished by the existence of a strictly positive finite measure on it. We de-

velop now two rather superficial generalizations of measure algebra aimed at

removing the restriction on size inherent in the finiteness of the measure. Like

measure algebra, these generalizations have definitions which are not alge-

braic, but rather rely on the existence of positive measures. For this purpose,

and here only, we have to admit measures having infinite values.
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Theorem 5.1. The following conditions on a a-ring 8 are equivalent:

(1) 8^ = 8;
(2) every principal ideal is a measure algebra;

(3) there exists on & a strictly positive a-finite measure.

Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is obvious. Assume (3). If 777 is

positive and cr-finite on 8 and e£S, then e= V"_i en, where m(en)< oo. Then

52»=-i 2_ne„7?7 is a strictly positive finite measure on eA8, proving (2).

Finally, assume (2). Choose a maximal family \ma\ in 8 such that ma^0,

their supports \ea\ are disjoint, and 77z„(ea) = 1. Define a cr-finite measure on

8 as follows: any e in 8, being the support of a finite measure, intersects only

a countable subfamily \e„} of \ea}, and by the maximality of {777„},

«=V» (enAe); define m(e) as ^^m tn(enf\e). Clearly m is strictly positive,

proving (3).

A cr-ring satisfying the conditions (l)-(3) of 5.1 we shall call a measure

ring. The cr-ring STH/3E0 associated with a measure space (see §1) is a measure

ring. Conversely, condition (3) shows that every measure ring can be so

realized, by taking 911 as the ring of Baire sets in ft. Thus for measure rings

the representation of 8 as P1 is immediate. Evidently a measure ring is a

measure algebra if and only if it has a unit. The following properties of meas-

ure rings generalize properties of measure algebras.

Theorem 5.2. If 8 is a measure ring, then (1) 8 is boundedly complete,

(2) every measure on 8 is normal, and (3) every a-ideal is locally principal.

Proof. (1) is immediate from the fact that measure algebras are complete,

and (2) follows from 4.4. To prove (3), let 3 be a cr-ideal, and let Se = 3(~\(eA&)-

By hypothesis e is the support of some ttz^O. Choose an increasing sequence

{e„} in &e such that lim„ 777(ef) = sup \m(e'): e'E$e] ■ Then e0= V„ enE$e and

777(e0) is maximal. Hence by the positivity of 777 on eA8, (Se is the principal ideal

fioA8, q.e.d.
A measure 777 will be called locally finite if for any nonzero e there exists a

nonzero e'Se such that m(e')<x>. Of course cr-finite measures are locally

finite. Every cr-ring has a strictly positive measure which is not locally finite

(define 777(e) to be 00 except for e = 0), and for any measure m whatever, 8

splits into two disjoint closed ideals on one of which 777 is locally finite, and on

the other identically infinite (like the parenthetical example).

Theorem 5.3. The following conditions on a complete Boolean algebra ff are

equivalent:

(1) ffjv is dense;

(2) ff is the compactification of a measure ring;

(3) ff has a strictly positive locally finite measure.

Proof. Since ffiv is a measure ring, (1) implies (2) by 3.4. Now assume (2),

let 8 be the measure ring, and let 777 be strictly positive and cr-finite on 8.
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Define m* on ff by m*(w)=sup [m(e): e^u}. We shall prove that m* is

cr-additive. Let {«„} be a disjoint sequence with Mnun = Uo. Clearly

2^„ m*(uf) ^m*(uf). Now for any e in 8 with e^u0, since 8 is an ideal we

have e A »n € S for each n, whence m(e A uf) ^ m*(u0). Thus m(e)

= E» ™(«A«n) ̂  E" ™*W. and m*(uf) =sup m(e) ̂  ^„ m*(uf). Evi-
dently w* is strictly positive (because 8 is dense) and locally finite, so we

have (3). Finally, assume (3). Let m* be strictly positive and locally finite.

Then any nonzero u contains a nonzero e such that m*(e) < oo, and m* is

strictly positive on eAff. Thus eGffiv, and «Gffjv> proving (1).

We remark that the completeness assumption is superfluous in conjunction

with condition (2), since according to 3.4 and 5.2 the compactification of a

measure ring is automatically complete. An algebra satisfying conditions

(l)-(3) of 5.3 will be called a spectral algebra. Clearly any measure ring gives

rise to a spectral algebra, its compactification, and every spectral algebra

gives rise to a measure ring, its normal ideal. The proof that this establishes

a one to one correspondence is conveniently based on a lemma which will

have another use in §9. In any Boolean ring ff, let us call an element e Archi-

medean when any disjoint family in e/\S is at most countable. The set of

Archimedean elements is clearly a cr-ideal Or a, and ffivCff^-

Lemma 5.4. Any dense a-ideal d in 3 contains ff^.

Proof. Let uG%a- Choose a maximal disjoint family in dC\(u/\'5). Then

this is only a countable family je„}, and V„ e„ = e0Gd. Obviously e0^w, and

by the maximality of [en] and the denseness of d, eo = u, whence uGd.

Corollary 5.5. If ff is a spectral algebra, then ff^ = ffjv.

Corollary 5.6. For any measure ring 8, the image of 8 in 8 is (&)n-

Theorem 5.7. There is a one to one correspondence 8<->ff between measure

rings 8 and spectral algebras ff, such that 8 is the normal ideal of ff and ff is the

compactification of 8; further, 8(8)=9<c(8) and 9x(ff) are isometric.

Proof. 5.3 (2) and 5.6; for the last part, 4.4. Here "one to one" means, of

course, up to an isomorphism.

I do not know whether a spectral algebra can have nonzero purely cr-addi-

tive measures. If not, then 8(ff)=9i(ff). A partial answer to this question is

given in 6.8 below.

6. The structure of spectral algebras. Because of the close relationship

between measure rings and measure algebras, it is not at all surprising that

Maharam's classification [ll] of homogeneous measure algebras can be ex-

tended to include measure rings, and therefore also spectral algebras. We be-

gin with some examples:

6.1. Let S he a universe of power a, and let ffs be the algebra of all subsets

of 5. The measure associated with each single point of 5 is a normal measure

on ffs, and therefore ffs is spectral. Such an algebra is atomic. Conversely, if
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ff is atomic and a is the number of atoms in ff, then clearly ff is isomorphic

to ffs.

6.2. Any measure algebra is a spectral algebra. Maharam decomposes any

measure algebra into an atomic part and principal ideals which are homo-

geneous, and classifies homogeneous measure algebras by an infinite cardinal

parameter m which we shall call the index; namely rrt is the least cardinal

number which is the power of a <r-basis of the algebra. The measure algebra

of index X0 is the Lebesgue measure algebra ffo associated with a unit interval;

that of index rrt, m^Ko, is the m-fold product of ff0 with itself.

6.3. Let }ffa} be a family of spectral algebras, a running through A. We

define the direct union ff = © {ff«} as the algebra of all functions e(a) defined

on A with e(a)E5a for each a, the operations being defined pointwise. Then

{ffa} can be regarded as a disjoint dense family of principal ideals in ff, and

any normal measure on ff„ extends in the obvious way to a normal measure on

ff. Therefore ff is spectral. (From the other direction, to prove that ff is the

direct union of ideals {ffa}, it is enough to show the {ffa} disjoint and their

union dense in ff.) In particular, when A has power n and each ffa is a homo-

geneous measure algebra of index m, we denote © {ff„} by ff(m, n); it can be

regarded as a product of spectral algebras of types 6.1 and 6.2.

Lemma 6.4. J77 a77y spectral algebra ff, every infinite maximal disjoint family

of nonzero elements of the measure ideal ffjv of ff has the same power.

Proof. Every such family in a measure algebra has power £<o. Suppose

now that {ea} and {e$>} are two such families in ff^ having powers it and n'

respectively. Then {eaAep'} is again such a family except that some elements

may be 0. Let n" be the number of nonzero elements in \eaAe^\. For each

fixed a, ea Aff is a measure algebra (ea being in ff^), so that at most N 0 of the

{e„Ae?'} (for that a) survive. Therefore n^n"^it-^o = n. Similarly n'=n",

and the lemma is proved.

Except for the trivial finite atomic case (to which we assign a finite

dimension) every spectral algebra ff has a disjoint family of the kind occurring

in 6.4, and its power uniquely defines the dimension rt of ff. The dimension

of a direct union is clearly the sum of the dimensions of the component ideals,

and therefore this terminology assigns dimension n to the ff(m, n) of 6.3.

We shall call a spectral algebra ff homogeneous when every pair of nonzero

principal ideals contained in ff^ are isomorphic. When ff is a measure algebra,

this is equivalent to Maharam's definition, and therefore in a homogeneous

spectral algebra ff, all principal ideals in ffjv are homogeneous measure algebras

with the same index, which may also be called the index of ff.

Theorem 6.5. ^77y homogeneous spectral algebra ff with index rrt and dimen-

sion n is isomorphic to the algebra ff(rrt, n) 0/ 6.3.

Proof. By hypothesis, we have a maximal disjoint family  \ea]  in 3\v
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with indices in a set A of power n, each ff„ = ea/\3 being a homogeneous meas-

ure algebra of index in. The desired isomorphism of ff with © {ff0} makes

correspond to u in ff the function e(a) =u/\ea.

Theorem 6.6. Any spectral algebra is the direct union of an atomic algebra

and of homogeneous spectral algebras, one for each index.

Proof. Let <5a=ua/\'S, where ua is the join of all atoms in ff. For each

infinite cardinal m, let ffm = um Aff, where um is the join of all e in ffiv such that

eAff is a homogeneous measure algebra of index m. It is clear that ffx is

atomic. Also ffm is homogeneous of index m, lor if eGffmnffjv, then e is a

countable join V„ en in which each e„Aff is a homogeneous measure algebra of

index m, whence e/\F is one also. It follows that {ff^i, ffm} is a disjoint family.

Finally, the union d of ff^ and {ffm} is dense, for any nonzero u contains a

nonzero e in ffw (ff being spectral), and then eAff is a measure algebra, which

by Maharam's decomposition has some nonzero part in 3.

Corollary 6.7. The structure of a spectral algebra ff is completely deter-

mined by specifying (1) the number a of atoms (which may be any cardinal num-

ber) and (2) for each infinite cardinal m the dimension n(m) of the homogeneous

ideal of index m (this may be 0 or any infinite cardinal). The dimension of ff is

a+Dmit(m).

If the dimension of a spectral algebra is not too large, we can use a theorem

of Ulam to answer the question raised at the end of §5.

Theorem 6.8. If $ is a spectral algebra whose dimension is less than every

inaccessible cardinal, then every finite measure on ff is normal.

Proof. A cardinal p is inaccessible if it is a limit cardinal and cannot be

represented as a sum of fewer than p cardinals each less than p. Ulam's theo-

rem [16, Satz (A)] is the special case of 6.8 in which ff is atomic. To prove

the general case from the atomic case, let \ea] be a maximal disjoint family

of nonzero elements of ffjv. The power of the index class [a] =A is then n,

the dimension of ff. Suppose there exists a nonzero purely cr-additive measure

m on ff and define m^ on the atomic algebra of all subsets of A by Wa(-S)

= m(V{ea: aGS}) for each SGA. Then m^ is cr-additive, mA(A)=m(1)^0,

and mA vanishes on points of A (because m was purely cr-additive), contra-

dicting Ulam's theorem.

7. Integration. The role of continuous functions on 12 is to act as operators

on 8. The agency which makes them do this is integration, but very little

integration theory is actually needed. There is no need to consider measurable

functions because every Baire measurable function is equal except on a first

category set to a continuous function, and the measures under consideration

vanish on first category sets. There is no need for unbounded functions as

long as we deal only with bounded operators. Rather than invoke the heavy
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forces of measure theory which are applicable, we shall at small cost make a

miniature integration theory just adequate for our purposes. It is based on the

following more general lemma which is used again in §10.

Lemma 7.1. Given an isomorphism u-^u of a Boolean algebra ff into the

L-decomposition of a Banach space X, there exists a unique norm preserving

ring isomorphism /—»/ of S(ft) onto the uniformly closed operator ring on H

generated by {w:77.£ff}, such that fu — u for every characteristic function /„ in

S(ft).

Proof. Extend the correspondence /„—>fi by linearity to step functions in

S. The crux of the lemma is that this extension is norm preserving, which is

proved by a straightforward argument like the one used for the corresponding

situation in Hilbert space. Since step functions are dense in S, the continuous

extension to all of £ is possible, unique, and norm preserving. The relation

(fg) ~ =fg is clear when / and g are characteristic functions, and thence fol-

lows easily for all / and g.

The application of 7.1 to 8 with £ = 8(8) depends on the correspondence

u—>u being an isomorphism. It is a <r-homomorphism, but for it to be one to

one requires that enough measures on 8 exist. We shall call 8 regular when

for every nonzero e in 8 there exists m in 8 with m(e)r£0 (equivalently, 8

separates elements of 8). Of course measure rings and spectral algebras are

regular. Any nonregular 8 can be replaced by a regular one with the same 8

by taking out the cr-ideal where all measures vanish.

Corollary 7.2. If & is a regular a-ring, then there exists a unique norm-

preserving ring isomorphism/—►/of S(ft) into the operator algebra of 8, such that

fu = u for every u in 8.

We shall denote by (R the ring of operators / arising from E. We need to

know for a given measure 777 what measures are of the form fm for some /

in (R. This is evidently a question of Radon-Nikodym type, or from another

point of view, a question of spectral representation.

It is easy to see that fm is not merely absolutely continuous with respect

to 777, but has the stronger property of being m-bounded, which means satisfy-

ing a Lipschitz condition |/tw| ^&|t77| , where in this case fc = ||/||.

Lemma 7.3. If m is normal and m' is m-bounded, then m' =fmfor some fin S.

Proof. The spectral theory for functions / in S is as follows. For each real

X, {s:/(s)^X} has an open closed interior U\E&. The correspondence X—>Mx

has the properties (1) X<ju implies u\Su„ and (2) wx0 = 0, Ux1 = l, where

Xo= —11/11 and Xi = ||/||. Conversely, given any spectral family X-»wx satisfying

(1) and (2) (for some Xo and Xi), then/(s) = inf {X:sG«n} defines a function

in 2, and the correspondence so established between functions and spectral

families is one to one.

In terms of the spectral family of / the distinguishing property of fm is
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that fm^Xm on «\A8 and fm~^ft\m on (1 — uf) f\Z. We shall prove that Jm is
the only measure with this property. Suppose m' satisfies m' ^\m on «xA8

for every X. If in particular / is a step function, it is clear that m' ^fm. But in

any case there is a step function g such that/^g^/+e, so we have w'^/w

+ em for every positive e, or m' ^fm. Similarly m'^Xw on (1— wx)A8 leads

to m' ^fm.
Finally, let m be normal, and let m' be wz-bounded, say \m'\ ^k\m\. For

each X let U\ be the support of the negative variation of m'—\m, an open

closed set since m' —\m is normal. Clearly (1) and (2) are satisfied with

Xo=— k and \i = k. Hence by the preceding paragraph m'=fm, where/ is

the function with X—>M\ for its spectral family.

Lemma 7.4. The m-bounded measures are dense in the L-subspace of measures

absolutely continuous with respect to m.

Proof. Let m'<£m; we can assume ra^O and m'^0. Define u\ for each X

as in the preceding proof, and let ux= V^°_i un. Then m'^nm on (1— uff)A&

for every positive integer n, and hence m(l — uf) =0. Since m'<£.m, m'(l—uf)

= 0. Thus m' = uxm'=limn unm'. Since unm' is m-bounded for every n, this

proves the lemma.

We shall make / in S act also as a functional on 8 by means of the uni-

versal integration functional which we now define. When we regard 8 as a

Moore-Smith index set using its upward order, each m in 8 becomes a net of

real numbers, in fact a convergent net, because of the existence of containers.

Define fm as lime m(e). Then / is a linear functional of norm 1. For/ in S

the composition //of /with/is a functional on 8. Instead of ffu we shall write

fu, when /„ is a characteristic function.

Lemma 7.5. If 8 is a regular a-ring, then the correspondence f—+ff is an

isometry of (£(12) into 8* such that fem = m(e) for all e in 8.

Proof. For any m let e be a container for fm. Then

\ffm\=  \fm(e)\   ^ \\M\ £ ||/||||«||,

whence ||//|| ^||/||. To prove the norms are equal, it is sufficient to consider

step functions, which are dense. Let /= X)"-i ^i/«,-> and assume that max; | X,|

=Xi>0. Since 8 is regular, there exists m with support contained in u\. Then

II//H ||w|| ^|//|w| | =Xi|w| (ef) =||/[| ||w|| (eitkui being a container), whence

The following adjunct to 7.1 will be used in §10.

Lemma 7.6. Extending the notation and hypothesis of 7.1, let xG£ and let

mo be the measure on ff defined by m0(u) = ||mx||. Then \\fx\\ =||/wo|| for every

/GS(«).
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Proof. For / a characteristic function in S, the conclusion is immediate

from the definition of 777o. Thence it follows easily for step functions in S,

because ff acts in X as L-projections. Finally, for an arbitrary/ in S and any

e>0, find a step function ft in (5 such that ||/— /e|| <€||x||. Then we have

|||M| -\\ftx\\| s\\fx-f4^\\f-f<l\\4<<,
and similar inequalities with x replaced by 7770. Since ||/ex|| =||/,7770|| it follows

that | ||/x|| — ||/777o|| | <2e, whence ||/x|| =||/7770||.

8. Classical cr-rings. The mappings u—>u of 8 into the P-decomposition of

8 and f—*ff of S into 8* suggest two questions: (1) The P-decomposition ques-

tion in 8—to determine all P-projections; in particular, when are they all of

the form w? (2) The conjugation question—to describe 8*, in particular when

is it the set of all ff for/GE? We shall see that these questions are related to

each other, and to the problem of representing 8 as L1. This section deals

only with finding those cr-rings for which 8* = S.

It is convenient to work in terms of operator rings on 8. This can be done

by mapping 8* into the operator algebra of 8 much as we have done for 6.

In general, if ff is a <r-complete algebra of projections of norm 1 in a Banach

space 3£, there is a natural linear norm preserving map x*—>TX* of 36* into

the space of bounded linear transformations of 36 into 8(ff), defined by

Tx»x(e) =x*(ex), where eEF, xE%, x*£36*, and Tx'x is a measure on ff. If in

particular ff = 8 and 36 = 8(8), then this correspondence maps 8(8)* into oper-

ators from 8(8) to 8(8), but we can restrict P^tw to 8 without change of norm,

because a container e for m is a container for Tx'm, and if m is chosen so

that x*(t77) >||x*|| |l777|| —e, then || Pr*777|| ̂ Tx>m(e) =x*(m) >||x*|| ||?77|| —e. Let

(Re be the set of operators Tx' in 8 arising from 8* in this way. For /EC,

ffE%*, and we have by definition

Tjjm(e)=   I fern =   j   fm =fm(e),

whence Tjj =/. Thus (R C (Re

Theorem 8.1. Let T be a bounded operator on 8. Then the following condi-

tions are equivalent:

(1) P commutes with (R;

(2) PGCRc;
(3) P is absolutely continuous in the following sense: Tm<Z.m for every m in

8.

Proof. Assume (1). Define x* by x*(m)=fTm for all 777 in 8. We prove

(2) by showing that T= Tx*. But for any e we have Tx*m(e) =x*(em) =fTem

= feTm=feTm=Tm(e), so Tx'm=Tm, and TX*=T.
Assume (2), and let P= Tx', x*£8*. Then em = 0 implies Tm(e) =x*(em)

= 0 so Tm<£.m and we have (3).
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Finally, assume (3). To prove (1) it is enough to show that Te = eT for

all e in 8. To do this, let mGL and e'G8. By hypothesis Tem<Kem, and hence

Tem((l-e)f\e')=0. Similarly T(l-e)m(e/\e')=0. Hence

Tm(e') = Tem(e') + T(l - e)m(e')

= Tem(e A e') + T(l - e)m((l - e) A e')

= eTem(e') + (1 - e)T(l - e)m(e').

Abstracting the operators and simplifying gives eT+Te = 2eTe, and then

pre- and post-multiplication by e gives eT=eTe and Te = eTe respectively.

Thus eT=Te and (1) is proved.

Corollary 8.2. The following conditions for a a-ring 8 are equivalent:

(1) (Ris a maximal Abelian ring of operators;

(2) 01= (Rc;

(3) <R contains all absolutely continuous operators.

We shall call a regular cr-ring 8 classical when 8 satisfies the conditions

(l)-(3) of 8.2. That measure rings are classical (8.4) amounts to a restatement

of the classical fact that the conjugate of L1 is L°° (see the remarks following

5.1).

Theorem 8.3. The L-decomposition of a classical a-ring 8 consists of the

projections u for uG&-

Proof. By 2.2 any L-projection commutes with 01, and therefore belongs

to 01, since 8 is classical. The corresponding function in £ must be a char-

acteristic function, because/—>/ is a ring isomorphism.

We shall see (9.8) that this condition is also sufficient for 8 to be classical.

The rest of this section is devoted to determining as far as possible what

cr-rings are classical.

Theorem 8.4. Measure rings are classical.

Proof. Let 8 be a measure ring, and let T he absolutely continuous. We

shall prove that TG<R- For any m, Tm is w-bounded, because (using 8.1)

| Tm\ (e) =\\eTm\\ =\\Tem\\ ^||P|| -||e?w|| HI ^11' I m\ (e)- Since 8 is a measure

ring, m is normal, and by 7.3 there exists /in £ such that Tm=fm. To avoid

ambiguity we consider/ to be defined only on the support e of m, this being

sufficient to determine fm. Now for any g in 6 we have Tgm = gTm = gfm

=fgm. Since by 7.4 \gm] is dense in 28, T and / are equal on e8. It follows

that the functions resulting from different measures agree on the overlap of

their domains, and therefore that there is one continuous/defined on 12 and

bounded by [|r|| which extends them all. Clearly T=f.

Corollary 8.5. If ff is a spectral algebra, then the L-decomposition of 5t(ff)

is the set of projections u for uG$.
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Proof. 5.7, 8.3 and 8.4.

Corollary 8.6. If ff is a spectral algebra, then STi(ff)* 7s representable as

(5(0), tt being the Stone space of ff.

Proof. By 5.7 ^(ff) is the same as S(ffjv). By 8.4 ffjv is classical, that is

8(ffjv)* is representable as S(ffiv). But ff.v = ff by 3.4.

Lemma 8.7. If 8 is classical, then every measure on 8 75 normal.

Proof. Suppose there exists on 8 a purely cr-additive measure 777. By 8.3

the L-projection whose range consists of all measures absolutely continuous

with respect to 777 is u lor some u in 8. Now u being open and the support

Sm of 777 being nondense, there exists e^O in 8 contained in u and disjoint

from Sm. Then any nonzero measure 777' whose support is contained in e

(they exist, since 8 is regular) belongs to w8, but is not absolutely continuous

with respect to 777, a contradiction.

Theorem 8.8. Every classical a-ring 8 75 isomorphic to a a-ideal in a spectral

algebra.

Proof. Let ff be the compactification of the normal ideal of 8; ff is a spec-

tral algebra. For each e in 8, e ASjv is a locally principal ideal in 8jv, to which

corresponds a unique element of ff, the correspondence being an isomorphism

of 8 into ff because, by 8.7 and the regularity of 8, Sn is dense in 8. Identifying

8 with its image, we then have Sn = ^nE&E^, and it remains to prove that

8 is an ideal, hence a cr-ideal. Every 777 in 8(8), being normal, has an extension

P777 to a normal measure on ff, and P is an isometry. Let <p he the natural

continuous mapping of U8 (a subset of the Stone space V, of ff) onto ft = ft(S),

so that each/ in (5(ft) leads to a function f<f> (or more precisely its extension)

in S(?2). Then it is easy to see that f(f<p)~ Tm=ffm tor every 777 in 8(8).

Now for any h in E(Q), fhTm as a function of 777 belongs to 8(8)*. By hypoth-

esis there exists/ in E(ft) such that fhTm=ffm=f(f<p)~Tm for all 777. It

follows that h=f<p, hence that the mapping /—>/c5 gives all of E(0). This

implies that c6 is a homeomorphism, and therefore that 8 is an ideal.

Theorem 8.9. A a-ring 8 is classical if and only if 8 is regular and bound-

edly complete, and every measure on 8 is normal.

Proof. The necessity of the conditions has been proved in 8.7 and 8.8.

Conversely, the last condition insures that 8(8) and 2(&n) are identical, and

with the regularity that Sjv is dense. Also, 8 being boundedly complete implies

that 8 is complete. Therefore 8 is also the compactification of its dense cr-ideal

&n by 3.4, and the function rings E associated with 8 and Sjv are also identical.

Since &n is classical by 8.4, 8 is also.

Theorem 8.10. J77 any spectral algebra ff there exists a maximal classical

a-ideal ffc such that a a-ideal 8 in ff is classical if and only if SCJc
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Proof. Let ffc be the cr-ideal generated by all classical cr-ideals in ff. Let

8 be any cr-ideal contained in ffc. Then 8 is boundedly complete and regular.

Any measure m in 8(8) has a container e in 8, and e is a countable join

V„ en of elements en belonging to classical cr-ideals 8n. Then for each n, e„m

is normal, whence m is also normal. By 8.9 8 is classical, and the theorem is

proved.

The question whether ffc can fail to be all of ff is equivalent to the ques-

tion of existence of purely cr-additive measures. From 6.8 we see that ffc = ff

if the dimension of ff is not too large. In particular, assuming the continuum

hypothesis, this is true of dimension c, the power of the continuum, and every

cr-ideal of subsets of the line is classical.

9. The normal extension, and the L-decomposition of 8. We turn now to

the conjugation and L-decomposition problems for cr-rings which are not

classical, and show that any cr-ring can be replaced by a measure ring by

using the results of §2.

In this section 8 will be an arbitrary cr-ring, and ff will be the L-decomposi-

tion of 8 =8(8). However, to conform with previous notation we shall regard

ff as an abstract spectral algebra and write u for the L-projection represented

by wGff. According to 7.1 we have a ring isomorphism/—>/of 6(12) (fi being

the Stone space of ff) with the operator ring (RL generated by ff, which ex-

tends the isomorphism of 6(12) with OtCOlz,. As before (Re is the space of

operators arising from 8*, and we have shown in 8.1 that <Rc= 01', where '

denotes the commutant.

Lemma 9.1. <R'=(R".

Proof. Since <R is Abelian, 01C 0t', whence 01" C 0t'. The reverse inclusion

oVCOI" asserts that 0t' is Abelian, and this is to be proved. Let Pi and P2

belong to 01', and let wG8. Then, according to 7.1, 7\?n<3Cra and P2rw<<Cm,

so the L-subspace of measures absolutely continuous with respect to m is

invariant under Pi and P2. Now this subspace is (isomorphic to) 8(a) where

Qt = &/Sm is a measure algebra, hence classical. Thus, considered in this smaller

context, Pi and P2 belong to 01'= Otc= 01, and they commute. In particular

TiT2m= T2Txm. Since m was arbitrary PiP2= P2P1 and 0t' is Abelian.

Corollary 9.2. (Rc= 0t' is a maximal Abelian operator ring.

Our strategy is as follows. We have (RG<RlG<R'l, whence 0tz,COt'= (Re.

To show that (Rl= (Re it would, according to 9.1, suffice to prove that (Rl

is maximal Abelian. This is already known for classical cr-rings. Since it is a

purely geometric Banach space property, it will follow in general as soon as

we show that 8(8) for any 8 is always isomorphic as a Banach space to 8 on

a measure ring. We shall accomplish this by showing that every measure on

8 can be uniquely extended without changing its norm to a normal measure

on ff. This will give an isometry between 8(8) and 31 (ff) =8(ffjv). The existence
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of the extension is easy to prove; the following lemmas are aimed at establish-

ing the equality of the norms.

We shall call a c-subring 8 of a spectral algebra ff measure dense when for

every u in ffjv wAff = 77 AS.

Lemma 9.3. In order for the restriction of normal measures on a spectral

algebra ff to a a-subalgebra 8 to be norm preserving it is necessary and sufficient

that 8 be measure dense.

Proof. Let m be a normal measure on ff with support u. For e in 8 let

fie=eAu. Then fi is a cr-homomorphism of 8 into uA'S. Moreover m(fie)

= 777(e), so the norm of the restriction of m to 8 is the same as the norm of its

restriction to fi(&), which is a cr-subring of u A$- The problem is thus reduced

to the case where ff is a measure algebra. Since the only measure dense sub-

ring of a measure algebra ff is ff, the sufficiency is trivial. The necessity is

proved by the same method as was used in 8.8. Suppose 777 is strictly positive

on ff. Then 777 is strictly positive on 8, i.e. 8 is also a measure algebra, hence

classical. Let <j> he the natural map of USCO on ft. Then //—>/(/<£)" is the

transformation of 8(8)* into 8(ff)* adjoint to the restriction operator map-

ping 8(ff) into 8(8). For the latter to be norm preserving, hence one to one,

/—»/c/> must give all of E(0), and this requires that 1)8 = 0 and <p be a homeo-

morphism, that is S = ff.

Lemma 9.4. Let ff be the L-decomposition of 8(8). Then 8 is measure dense

in ff.

Proof. For any measure 777 in 2(&), let 3m be the cr-ideal in 8 on which 17771

vanishes, and let a be the natural homomorphism of 8 onto d = 8/#m. Further,

let um be the P-projection whose range is the measures absolutely continuous

with respect to 777. Then by 4.1 wm8 is isomorphic to 8(a), and tt is classical

(a measure algebra). For any uSum there is an P-projection in 8(tt), and

therefore by 8.3 an ae in Q, such that in um2 e = u, that is eAum = uAum- This

proves that MmA£ = MmAff f°r every 777. Now the set of um for 777£8 is a dense

cr-ideal, so by 5.4 and 5.5 it is ff.v, and the lemma is proved.

Theorem 9.5. Let & be a a-ring, ff the L-decomposition of 8(8). Then every

measure in 8(8) has a unique extension to a normal measure on ff with the same

norm. The resulting correspondence is an isometry of 8(8) 077/0 HI(ff).

Proof. Given 777 in 8(8), define m* on ff by m*(u) = film. It is clear that

777* is additive and bounded. If [ua] is an increasing net in ff and w0= V» ua,

then Mo777 = lima m<»777, whence using the continuity of /, m*(uf) =lim„ m*(uf).

Thus 777* is a normal measure. The restriction of m* to 8 is 777 by the definition

of /. Hence by 9.3 and 9.4 ||t77*|| =||w|| and every measure in 9l(ff) occurs

as rn*.
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Corollary 9.6. For any L-space 36, there exists a unique (up to isomor-

phism) spectral algebra ff such that 36 is isometric to 9c (ff).

Proof. The existence comes from 9.5, the uniqueness from 8.5 and 9.5.

Corollary 9.7. The L-decomposition of 8 is a maximal Abelian Boolean

algebra of projections, and (Rl is a maximal Abelian operator ring.

Corollary 9.8. (RL= (Re-

Corollary 9.9. 8 is classical if and only if 8 is regular and every L-projec-

tion in 8 is u for some u in S.

Corollary 9.10 (Kakutani). For every 8, 8(8) has a representation as L1.

10. Banach space properties of L-spaces. As has already been remarked,

9.7 expresses a property of 8 with purely Banach space meaning. In this sec-

tion we shall exploit this to obtain geometric facts about L-spaces: a Banach

space characterization of them, and a description of their symmetries. Note

also that in view of 9.6 the structure theory for spectral algebras in §6 can

be translated into a structure theory for L-spaces. By L-space we mean any

Banach space which is isomorphic to 9c (ff) lor some spectral algebra ff.

We shall continue to use the notation of §9 in so far as it applies to any

Banach space 36. Namely ff denotes the L-decomposition of 36, fi the Stone

space of ff, / the operator on 36 corresponding to /G6(fi). There is no longer

any 8 in question. For any x in 36, the closure 3* of (Rjjx= |/x:/G6(fi)} is

called the cycle generated by x; it is the smallest closed subspace containing

x invariant under ff. The range 36* of the L-projection ux, where ux

= A [u: ux = x], called the L-support of x, is the smallest L-subspace contain-

ing x. Evidently SxCfx'x-

Theorem 10.1. 36 is an L-space if and only if' £x = x'xfor every x.

Proof. The necessity of the condition was proved in 7.3 and 7.4. To prove

the sufficiency, choose a maximal family {x„} in 36 such that the correspond-

ing L-supports \ua] are disjoint. Define a family \ma] of normal measures

by ma(u) =||mx„||. For each x of the form 2*=i/,-x0,. define Tx as ]C"=i fim«i,

where/i, • • • ,/„G6- Then P maps such elements with preservation of norm

into 9c(ff) (see 7.6). By hypothesis and the maximality of {x«} such x are

dense in 36, so the continuous extension of T is an isometry of 36 onto 9c(ff).

Lemma 10.2. Every cycle is the range of a projection of norm 1 which com-

mutes with ff.

Proof. Given x, we go down immediately to T£x, which means that we can

assume at the start, without loss of generality, that 36* = 36. Let mo be the

measure on ff defined by m0(u) = || wx||. Because of our starting assumption the
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support of 777o is 1, and therefore by 7.6 and 7.4 fx —* fm0 is an isometry of

a dense subspace of £x onto a dense subspace of 8(ff), which we extend to

an isometry of &x onto 8(ff). Take the functional on f*>x corresponding to the

functional / on 8(ff) under this isometry and extend it to a functional x* of

norm 1 on 36, by the Hahn-Banach theorem. Then x*(ux) = ||«x|| for all u in ff.

Now given y in 36, define t?7„, a measure on ff, by mv(u) =x*(uy). A slight modi-

fication of the proof of 7.4 shows that those y such that ?77„ is wo-bounded are

dense. For such a y, by 7.3 there exists fv in ® such that mv=fymo; define Py

as fvx. If we prove that P is continuous, then P extends to all y in 36. Now if

777„g:0, then ||t?7„[| =777,,(1) =x*(y) ^|[y||, and in any case l=u+\fu~ where

u+my"^0 and urmyS0, and then ||Py|| =||*WjJ| =|p+777„|| +||7J_777j,|| g||w+y||

+ ||7J_y|| =||y||. Thus P extends uniquely to an operator of norm 1. We shall

show that P is a projection. Since the range is contained in 3n we need only

show that P acts as the identity on g,x. This hinges on the identity x*(w/x)

= fufm0, which is proved by climbing up from the trivial case where / is a

characteristic function. On the other hand x*(iifx) =fuffxtno by definition.

Hence, since u is free, fjx =f and Pfx =fjxx =fx. Since continuity extends this

to all y in 3*t P is a projection with range f*,x. Finally, to see that P commutes

with ff, let w£ff and let y£36. Observe that m-uy = umy, whence fzy=fufy, and

P*y =kvx =fufyX = uPy.

Theorem 10.3. 36 is an L-space if and only if the L-decomposition of 36 is

maximal as an Abelian family of projections of norm 1.

Proof. The necessity was noted in 9.7. For the sufficiency, let x£36, and

let P be the projection of 10.2 with g,x tor range. Then by hypothesis P is

an P-projection, and therefore its range ,3* contains 36x- The result now follows

from 10.1.

Two groups of symmetries of 511 (ff) are apparent. Let Gl be the group of

isometries belonging to (Rl=(R: each u in ff gives rise to an involutory

isometry 2u— 1, and these are all of Gl- Let Go be the group of isometries

arising from automorphisms of ff: for each automorphism y of P, define P7

by Tym(u)=m(y~1u).

Lemma 10.4. (yu)~ = T^uTf1.

Proof. We have T^uT^miu') = uTf1m(y~1u') = Tfxm(u A y_1u')

= m(yuAu') = (yu)~m(u').

Theorem 10.5. Every isometry T of 5Ic(ff) has a unique factorization

T=Tyf, where fEGh and TyEG0-

Proof. Since T is norm preserving, any P-projection it is mapped by P

into an P-projection TuT-1, and this correspondence determines an auto-

morphism 7 of ff by 8.3. Then using 10.4 we have for any u Tf1Tu

= T;1(TuT-1)T=Tf1(yu)~T=Tf1(TyuT;1)T=uTf1T,   and   hence   TfxT
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commutes with the L-decomposition. By 9.7 TflT=fGGi., and we have the

factorization T= Tff. Since clearly Gz,(AGo= {1}, the factorization is unique.

The order of the factors in 10.5 is not important. In fact, Gl is a normal

subgroup of the symmetry group, and Tyf=gTy, where g=TyfTf1GGi,-

It is interesting to note that symmetries in Go preserve the partial order

of 9c, while the only symmetry in Gl which does so is the identity. Thus

Go is the group of symmetries of 9c regarded as a partially ordered normed

linear space. On the other hand Gl is the group of symmetries which leave

invariant all L-subspaces. The direct product decomposition of the symmetry

group of 9c expressed by 10.5 can therefore be regarded as a duality between

the L-structure and the order structure of 9c.

11. Abstract Af-spaces and applications to topology. According to the

theorem of Riesz-Markov every bounded linear functional on 6(2), where

2 is a compact Hausdorff space, is integration with respect to a unique regular

Borel measure on 2 (or a unique Baire measure). In our terminology this

represents 6(2)* by 8(8), where 8 is the cr-algebra of Baire sets in 2. So stated

this theorem contains two sources of dissatisfaction. The first is the advent

of cr-operations, which played no previous role in the topology of 2, as do

finite and infinite lattice operations without further distinctions of cardinal-

ity. The second more serious one is that the representation of 6(2)* as 8(8)

does not lend itself to conjugation a second time, since 8 is rarely classical.

Both of these objections could be overcome if the representation could be

given directly in terms of the appropriate spectral algebra, rather than in

terms of Baire or Borel sets. Now the conjugation of 9c(ff) where ff is spectral

can be regarded as the dual of the Riesz-Markov theorem, and it can be used

to give a proof of the latter which brings in the Borel sets of 2 only at the end.

It also deduces Kakutani's representation for abstract Af-spaces from the one

for abstract L-spaces. We shall sketch the argument.

If 9JJ is an abstract Af-space, then [9, Theorem 15] 9JJ* is an abstract

L-space, and therefore it is 9c(ff) for a certain uniquely determined spectral

algebra ff. Thus by 8.6 9Jc**=9c(ff)* is 6(12), where 12 is the Stone space of ff.

Now 6(12) is again an abstract Af-space and [9, footnote 15] the natural

embedding of 9JJ in 9JJ** is a complete lattice isomorphism, so 9J? can be re-

garded as a closed sublattice of 6(12). The representation of 9JJ thus reduces

to describing the sublattices of 6(12), a relatively easy problem in which the

Boolean nature of 12 plays no part. We consider only the case where 9Jc con-

tains a unit, which in 6(12) must turn out to be the constant function 1. If

W. separates points, then 9JJ = 6(12); this is essentially the Stone-Weierstrass

theorem [14]. In general define points s and t in 12 to be equivalent if f(s) =f(t)

for all/ in 9JJ. Let 2 be the set of equivalence classes associated with this rela-

tion, let 0:12—>2 map each s into the equivalence class containing it, and give

2 the strongest topology for which <b is continuous. Then 2 is compact and

Hausdorff, the functions on 2 obtained by transferring to 2 functions in 9Jc
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are continuous, and they form a sublattice of 6(2) separating points and

containing 1, hence all of 6(2).

In particular, if 3ft was to begin with 6(2'), where 2' is compact and

Hausdorff, then 2 and 2' are homeomorphic because of the identity of 6(2)

and iDfc = 6(2'), hence the relevance of what follows to the problem of con-

jugating 6(2').

Since ff is a complete algebra, the closure of every open set in ft is open

[15], and hence every Borel set differs by a first category set from an open

closed set. The correspondence fi which takes each Borel set into its associated

open closed set is a cr-homomorphism of the Borel field of Borel sets of ft

into ff. Now c6_1 is an isomorphism of the algebra of all subsets of 2 into that

of ft, taking open sets into open sets, hence Borel sets into Borel sets. Thus

fidy1 is a cr-homomorphism taking Borel sets of 2 into ff (actually a cr-iso-

morphism, but this is not needed). For any normal measure m on ff, ju(P)

= m(fi<p~1E) defines a Borel measure in 2, and evidently

J/777 = J f<p-Hu

so that 777 and u give the same functional on SQc by integration over ft and 2

respectively. We shall show that p. is a regular Borel measure. This means

that for any Borel set P in 2 and any e>0, there exist a closed set C and an

open set U with PCPCPsuch that \u\ (U—C)<e, or equivalently that for

any open set U lima u(Ua) =u(U), where { Ua} is the net of open sets with

UaE U directed by inclusion. By the definition of u and the normality of 777

we need only show that Va ficj>~1(Ua) =fi<p~1(U). The truth of this rests only

on the fact that t7=U„ Ua and the identity for open sets fi<p~l(U) =<p~1(U)~.

On one hand we have for each a (p~1(Ua)~E<P~1(U)~, whence VQj3c/>-1(P„)

Sfi<p-xiU). On the other hand if w£ff and fi<p-1iUa)Su for all a, then

ci-H P) = U« c6-!( Pa) CUa c/)-^ P«)-Ct7, and since 77 is closed/3c6-!( P) =</>-!( P)_

Su. Thus fif>~1(U) S Va fi<p~1(Ua), and we have shown that u is regular.

The uniqueness of a regular Borel measure to represent a given functional

is straight-forward and need not be repeated (see for example [9, p. 1011 ]).
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